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THE BRAND NEW York Times bestseller that reveals the safety, security, and survival techniques that 99% of Americans
don’t know—• He has also honed his “positive awareness”— In his engaging and empowering reserve Spy Secrets That Ca
Save Your Existence, Jason shares this know-how with visitors, revealing how exactly to: recognize common scams in
the home and abroad a heightened feeling of his surroundings which allows him to spot suspicious and potentially
dangerous behavior— prevent home invasions, carjackings, muggings, and other violent crimes • turn into a individual
lie detector in virtually any placing, including business negotiations • •on the street, in a taxi, at the airport, when
eating out, or in any other situation. Furthermore to escaping handcuffs, selecting locks, and spotting when someone is
telling a lie, he can improvise a self-defense weapon, pack a perfect emergency kit, and vanish off the grid if
necessary.but shouldWhen Jason Hanson joined up with the CIA in 2003, he hardly ever imagined that the same tactics
he used as a CIA officer for counter cleverness, surveillance, and protecting agency personnel would end up being
essential atlanta divorce attorneys day civilian life. work counter-surveillance and avoid becoming a soft focus on •
gain peace of mind when you are prepared for anything instead of uninformed or afraid With the skill of a trained
operative and the relatability of a suburban father, Jason Hanson brings his top-level training to everyday Us citizens in
this must-have instruction to staying safe in an increasingly dangerous world.
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A must for AVERAGE PERSON like me! In case you are a Navy SEAL, police SWAT team member, or previously served as a
Legionnaire in the French Foreign Legion, then perhaps this book is too rudimentary for you. However, in case you are
like me - AVERAGE PERSON who stares at a pc all day within an office setting – you then NEED this publication! I bought
it online and sent it straight to my Kindle, thinking I’d reach it over another few weekends. By 12:45 a. I started reading
the first few webpages. (I learned how to liberate from duck tape effectively. If you prefer a semi interesting browse for
the toilet, this publication fits the expenses. I paused a few times to test some of the methods outlined in the
publication (believe duct tape…yeah, it works). Then returned to reading. When I got home, I fired up my iPad to make
sure the book made it to my Kindle library.m. I had completed the publication, and found myself seeking more. The
publication is cover-to-cover packed with real-world information which you can use right now. Super well-organized, and
written in a sincere, genuine way, Hanson clarifies everything at both philosophical (why) and tactical (how) level, and
often times uses real-world examples to make the point.It's unfortunate that book has had such good testimonials given
the poor content and constant direction to the web site as the info is of little worth and is mostly just good sense.S.
Wisdom that may change your life. It’s a practical guide designed for me and you to greatly help us think differently
about our environment, about our mindset, and about our day to day actions. The majority of the book the writer telling a
dramatic tale about the subject of the chapter, after that him telling you what he is going to tell you, briefly explaining
the task, then telling you what he simply told you, but in a vague and annoying way. Cheers! After almost every section
he shamelessly recommends his personal products and training. so if you are new to that device, you have a great
starting point for your quest! Very simple info in very long winded manner. Disappointing Snake Oil This entire book
seems to be a vehicle to get your details via the authors website. YOU SHOULDN'T BE SCAMMED!His websites are
written like ponzi scheme marketing promotions with the same get rich quick word usage and layout.) It all depends on
how much sifting you are attempting to do between your common knowledge and a diamond every now and then.
Additionally, if he mentions a tool (bedside flashlight, for instance), then he actually tells you what brand and model he
uses;We was convinced the complete book was a tale when I read the component about disguises and saw on the
website among the worst looking, unconvincing disguises I've ever seen.There are plenty of other, more professional
books written by ex Green Berets and similar background operators. And kept reading. I purchased the publication Spy
Secrets That Can Save Your Life by Jason Hanson. 75% of the book is usually common knowledge and the various other
25% is fairly useful. Its a frustrating reserve! So…’obtain off the X’ and go buy this reserve. P. He presents it as the
proper and only way to accomplish something. On some of the webpages, towards underneath, the ink was misprinted,
as it the printer simply stopped working. Its a frustrating reserve! And held reading. props for that. It generally does not
convey a specialist product.Unfortunately the complete book is devoted to re-directing you to the authors website,
where he employs basic snake oil salesman tactics of inducing a scary scenario, telling you he can help with his unique
product and offering huge discounts in the event that you buy now, or more frequently, give up your personal
information and email whereupon he will send you a $3 little bit of paracord.! If you want to learn techniques that you
might not already know, I recommend you look for better material. Really? Great wisdom in this book. Read the one star
critiques before you buy This book just scares you and give you some common sense information, then constantly bait
you to his website to direct you to buy his stuff. A hit My husband loves this book Long winded Constant advertisement
for his college and he will need to have a stake in the tactical pen company. I did not check whether author's claim was
true or not really. The best was when the writer said that Chances are a criminal will not duct tape or protected your
hands behind your back. Good read A good read.. Save your money, I bought this book as a potential reference guide for
my college students. This book has no photos or diagrams, and is usually full of basic knowledge you can find just about
anywhere. My favorite was when the author said that Chances are a . There are COUNTLESS mentions in the Spy Secrets
That Can Save Your Life to *video clips you will see on the internet site*. It's common sense, focus on your surroundings.
As a retired chief of detectives and one who has worked well extensively out of the country on assignment that is a new
one on me. Good read Very informative. I have no idea how this book ends up on New York greatest seller's list. - I am a
voracious reader, which is my initial Amazon reserve review…if that tells you anything about how exactly excited I am
concerning this product. Constantly rehashing the same points. Reads enjoy it was written by a 7th grader who read

about spies in a kids book. Don't bother This book is dumb. And he got this information from who? There, I just saved
you the buy cost and reading time. Finally, I wish to make sure visitors know that this is NOT a zombie apocalypse
prepper reserve, and isn't a re-written manual or hands for a spy functioning his craft in a foreign country. However the
website does not immediately demonstrate videos, instead it signs you up for a recurring membership and clicking on
anywhere on the web page, also NO, enrolls you.. 272 page ad for the author's website and training courses interspersed
with the right information. There is some good information in here but it's hidden between your overabundance of
anecdotes and a ridiculous amount of plugs for the author's various websites and training courses. There is merely
enough interesting information to keep carefully the reader interested. Book Interesting book
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